4.2.22 MISUSE OF IDENTIFICATION AND FALSIFICATION

The below information is intended to help students understand the policy and actions that might constitute a violation of this policy. For additional information, please visit the Student Disciplinary Regulations.

### PROVIDING FALSE INFORMATION

When requested by any University official, students should always provide accurate identifying information. Students should never knowingly mislead University staff or police.

### IDENTIFICATION SHARING

Students are prohibited from sharing identifying information (ISU login, driver’s license, student ID, etc) with other students for the purpose of falsification. For example: allowing another student to use your ID in the dining or recreation facilities.

### FORGERY

Students should not forge or falsify any university documents. For example: signing a faculty member’s name on a drop/add slip.

### TAMPERING

Students are expected to not alter official records, documents & identification cards. Changing these documents is classified as tampering.